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SHAREFLEX® – THE BUSINESS APPLICATION PLATFORM
FOR MICROSOFT SHAREPOINT AND OFFICE 365
OPTIMISED FOR MICROSOFT CONTENT SERVICES
The Shareflex Platform gives you a platform for tailor-made digital
business applications — easy to configure, even without coding
skills.
Flexible, user-friendly and secure.
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CONCLUSION

WHAT IS SHAREFLEX®?
Shareflex is a platform that allows you to configure and customize business applications to your needs. In addition, Portal Systems and the solution partners provide preconfigured solutions based on Shareflex for various business processes.

SHAREFLEX® TURNS SHAREPOINT INTO A PLATFORM FOR BUSINESS APPLICATIONS
The Shareflex Platform enables the creation of digital enterprise solutions even
without programming skills. Shareflex expands SharePoint in a sensible way,
turning it into a platform for holistic business applications.
To this end, Shareflex already offers integrated functions for the creation of user-friendly interfaces, the automation of background processes, workflow control, the authorisation system and automated provision of the final applications.
Shareflex also stands for a maximum of stability and security. This is one of the
reasons why over 300 customers from medium-sized businesses and industry already rely on Shareflex as a platform for their business applications.

IN THE CLOUD OR ON-PREM? YOU HAVE THE CHOICE!
The Shareflex Platform as well as the preconfigured solutions are available to
our customers either for SharePoint 2016 and 2019, for Office 365 /SharePoint
Online and Microsoft Content Services or for a hybrid environment.
This means all new Shareflex functionalities are always made available in the
Office 365 product version first.
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WHICH BUSINESS APPLICATIONS ARE POSSIBLE?
We define SharePoint-based business applications as digital business applications that provide information, documents, processes and workflows as well as
background actions within SharePoint. This is done in such a way that the end
user is provided with an application that is simple and intuitive to use.
In principle, any business application can be configured for SharePoint and Office
365 using Shareflex. Examples of such business applications are the ready-made
and standardised Shareflex solutions for contract management, quality and audit management, digital personnel files and incoming invoice processing.

FROM PROJECT TO SOLUTION
Additionally, a large number of Shareflex templates have already been developed
within the scope of projects: Among others for the business processes meeting,
purchase requisition, fleet and contact management, but also individual customer solutions for supplier management and evaluation, patent management and
project administration.
Shareflex also provides interfaces for the integration of business applications
into the ERP systems available in the company, such as SAP or Microsoft Dynamics.

Understanding processes. Finding solutions.
4
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WHAT ADVANTAGES DO OFFICE 365/SHAREPOINT AND SHAREFLEX® OFFER YOUR COMPANY?
As you have read so far, SharePoint is most likely an integral part of your IT strategy: Either as a locally operated SharePoint Server 2016/2019 or in the cloud, as
part of an Office 365 subscription, where SharePoint
Online serves as a central repository for all stored data
and documents, e.g. for OneDrive and Teams. But
SharePoint offers much more!

complexity of SharePoint, lack of user acceptance in
the departments concerned, or a combination of both.

IN THE BEGINNING THERE WAS THE INTRANET

A MODERN DIGITAL WORKPLACE WITH SHAREFLEX®

Companies and organisations use SharePoint for various scenarios: In many cases, the first step is to set
up an intranet in order to create a central hub for the
provision and distribution of information — with telephone directories, news and announcements, company departments and employee profiles.

Shareflex closes exactly this gap. SharePoint-based
business applications can be created easily and fast
with Shareflex, without individual coding.

This is often followed by extending its use to project-related document storage in order to promote team collaboration. Even simple form-based processes, such
as vacation or travel requests, are often managed via
SharePoint. Equally widespread is the creation of wikis,
which provide access to information and knowledge
for a large number of intranet users.

But SharePoint has a lot more to offer. If configured
and used properly, SharePoint is an extremely stable
and flexible platform on which business processes can
also be mapped at team, departmental and company
level — in addition to the applications described above.

This significantly reduces complexity, the user interfaces are designed in a consistent and user-friendly way
and background processes are automated. And if required, a whole range of ready-made, preconfigured
business applications are already available.
In combination with Office 365 and Microsoft Content
Services, this creates a modern, digital workplace with
applications from a single source. And SharePoint becomes a highly efficient business process platform.
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EXTENSIONS

CONTRACT MANAGEMENT

Forms

Notiﬁcations

®
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®
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QUALITY DOCUMENTS

Rules

* Archive
* DocGen
* Reports
* Outlook
* ERP
* Viewer
* PDFGen
* Process

®
Permissions

QUALIT Y AUDIT

Provisioning

®
T E M P L AT E S

WAYS OUT OF THE COMPLEXITY TRAP
However, many SharePoint implementations get stuck
at this stage. This is often due to the relatively high
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The Shareflex "solution engine" with core components, solutions and extensions
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HOW DOES YOUR COMPANY BENEFIT FROM SHAREFLEX®?

BUSINESS APPLICATION PLATFORM

As shown above, SharePoint is a flexible, integrative and highly scalable enterprise platform that can be used by small and medium-sized businesses as well as
large corporations.

MICROSOFT CONTENT SERVICES
MODERN ECM BASED ON OFFICE 365

Shareflex integrates seamlessly with SharePoint, Office 365 and the Microsoft
Content Services and complements these platforms with tools for the creation
of holistic professional and business applications. Shareflex thus becomes a fundamental component for most customers when implementing their own SharePoint and Office 365 strategy.

With Office 365, Microsoft offers a serious alternative to classic Enterprise Content Management (ECM). The entire document life cycle is supported consistently and the focus is not
— as is often the case in classic ECM systems — on the storage, research and display of archive documents.

Because, as a platform for business processes, Shareflex supports companies in
significantly reducing the complexity of SharePoint/Office 365 and thus enables
the provision of highly functional, integrated and user-friendly business applications based on a standard product — simply, fast and without programming (low
code).

The Microsoft Content Services are an integral part of your
Office 365 environment and are therefore available to you
without additional costs or other expenditures!

THE NEXT WAVE OF ECM
The Microsoft Content Services represent the next wave in
ECM: Intelligent Information Management. The following
stages of the document life cycle are central to this:
Harvest — (Intelligent) analysis, discovery, reuse, search and disposal
of documents and content
Create — Create, capture and classify document content
Coordinate — Share, collaborate,
review and approve documents,
metadata management
Protect — Compliance, security, authorisations, data protection, traceability
© Microsoft 2019
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SHAREPOINT AS A CENTRAL COMPONENT OF OFFICE 365
SharePoint Online, as part of the Office 365 platform, is
a web-based platform for collaboration and enterprise
content management and provides all essential tools
for the modern workplace of the future ("Digital Workplace").
Office 365 addresses both the user — with familiar apps
such as Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook and OneDrive
— as well as enterprise topics such as Compliance & Security and Microsoft Content Services (ECM). It also provides solutions for Business Intelligence (BI) and Artificial Intelligence (AI/ KI).
The highlight: For each of these applications, SharePoint
serves as a central repository for all data and documents!

All business applications provided on the Shareflex Platform are thus based
on the same "solution engine" (see diagram on page 7), have an identical
"look & feel" and can be introduced in the respective departments without
extensive training efforts.
All Shareflex core components (FORMS, RULES, PROVISIONING, PERMISSIONS, FLOW and NOTIFICATIONS) are described in detail in the following
chapters.
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WEB-BASED, USER-FRIENDLY INTERFACES
By default, all business applications created on the Shareflex Platform
offer optimised, user-friendly interfaces for SharePoint. Here, all information and documents assigned to a business application are clearly
arranged and accessible at a glance.
Thus, the operation of any business application created with Shareflex
is easy to learn and does not require extensive training.
In Office 365 environments, the interfaces are also available in "Modern UI" technology. When developing this technology, great importance was attached to ensuring that the user always receives an optimised user interface adapted to the respective end device — true to
the motto "cloud first - mobile first".
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The Shareflex® Forms form designer
FORM DESIGNER
With Shareflex Forms we provide a form designer for
the creation and customisation of the different forms
used in a typical business application. Using this tool,
user-friendly interfaces can be created without coding.

FORMS

The forms are based on the underlying SharePoint information architecture (lists, libraries) and are provided as pure JavaScript/ HTML — as recommended by
Microsoft.
If business requirements change and the user interface needs to be adapted, form adaptations can be
carried out quickly and easily by trained business administrators using the graphical form designer.
Due to the consistent use of SharePoint standards,
the user interfaces can be individually extended even
without the form designer. For this purpose, the
component Shareflex Forms provides an extensive
JavaScript library, on the basis of which even special
requirements can be implemented fast and comfortably.
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FILE VIEW/STRUCTURE VIEW
METADATA /FULL-TEXT SEARCH

The Shareflex Forms meta data search (here: multiple selection and date picker)

Another important contribution to improving usability is the extension of the SharePoint standard with
a comfortable meta data search by the component
Shareflex Forms. This allows a fast and flexible search
for business objects and documents (filters on lists
and document libraries) — across website collections
as well, of course.
User-friendly input filters are available for the different field types — for example with automatic search
completion, selection lists or comfortable date pickers. The meta data search can be used in different
modes (standard, compact, automatic), depending on
the specific requirements of the business application.
In addition to the meta data search, the SharePoint
standard can also be extended by a convenient fulltext search, which leads to the desired search result in
a user-friendly way via search filters. A document preview can be integrated directly into the search result.
It is also possible to jump directly to the respective
business application from the search mask.

For the representation of the different elements of a business application (objects and documents) or their context, the component
Shareflex Forms offers a structure view (also called file view). This
view is used, among other things, for navigation between the different business objects — and of course, also across website collections.
With an integrated search (filter), the record view can be searched
comfortably for larger amounts of data, whereby the results can be
reviewed quickly and easily in a minimised preview.

INTEGRATED DOCUMENT VIEWER /PREVIEW
The Shareflex Viewer module provides the integrated Adobe Viewer for PDF
documents in the standard functional range for the presentation of a document
preview.
If other document formats are managed in a business application (Office documents, emails, graphic files, technical drawings, etc.), Office 365 can also provide the Microsoft Office Web Apps and / or the Modern UI Preview features
(supports several hundred file formats) in addition to Adobe Reader.
All viewers are already technically integrated into Shareflex and can be activated quickly and easily at the push of a button.

Shareflex Forms with results from full-text search feature a
well as meta data and document preview
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INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE

PROVISIONING

By default, Shareflex provides (on-premises and in
Office 365) the component Shareflex Provisioning,
which is integrated in Visual Studio Code and which
can be used to install, transport or update applications. In SharePoint 2016 and 2019 environments this
is done during operation, without installation and
without downtime of the SharePoint farm.
The manual creation of a SharePoint information architecture with columns, content types, lists, libraries,
websites, etc. — often also multilingual — is quite
straightforward in a single SharePoint system.
However, transporting these structures from the development system to an integration and test system,
in order to finally make them available in the production system, can be very time-consuming.
This means either performing the same manual and
time-consuming steps several times or developing socalled provisioning code in the form of a farm solution
or an app. This in turn must be maintained accordingly
and further developed for new requirements.
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The component Shareflex Provisioning allows to
transport the once defined information architecture
directly from the development system into a test system and finally into a live system. The existing information architecture is analysed and a transfer script is
created automatically.
This script can now be executed in the different SharePoint systems (also hybrid), whereby the information
architecture is provided immediately. In addition,
multilingualism is supported as an integral part of the
solution by default.
All solutions delivered by us, the Shareflex product
manufacturer Portal Systems AG, and our certified
partners — whether on-premises or in the cloud —
are defined and provided with the Shareflex Provisioning component and are thus available at the push
of a button in a few minutes.
Customers and partners who create their own solutions and business applications with Shareflex enjoy
all the advantages of this method.
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RULES /FLOW /
PERMISSIONS

BACKGROUND PROCESSES, WORKFLOWS AND PERMISSIONS

BACKGROUND PROCESSES

Another key component of Shareflex is the automation engine Shareflex Rules,
which can be configured easily and flexibly. It can be used to automate all background processes and workflows, classic workflows as well as the setting of application-specific permissions — without any of the usual coding. This applies to
both on-premises and Office 365 environments.

There is no business application that can do without
rule-based processes in the background. For example,
if the user enters a contract status and a resubmission
date in contract management and activates automatic notification, a task must first be created in SharePoint in the background.

Shareflex Rules allows you to change and adapt background actions of a business
application while SharePoint is running. And hybrid scenarios are supported as
well, of course: Starting with an on-premises environment, rules once created
can later be used in an Office 365 environment. This means that business applications can also "move" to the cloud quickly and easily without having to be
completely redeveloped, as is usually the case.
This mechanism allows large farms and/ or Office 365 environments to be operated worldwide, while at the same time giving business departments the flexibility to design and customize their business applications. In the Office 365 / SharePoint Online context, the Shareflex Rules component is deployed in a Microsoft
Azure environment and offers a similar level of functionality as in a SharePoint
on-premises environment.
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A timer job regularly monitors the task list and sends
an e-mail with a notification when the corresponding
date is reached. For certain task types, individual access rights are then set automatically, depending on
the contract status.
The definition takes place in the Shareflex Rules component, which can be easily and quickly adapted to
modified business requirements at any time — without any programming. In this way, even complex requirements can be easily implemented by SharePoint
consultants and administrators without programming
skills.
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WORKFLOWS

PERMISSIONS

Unlike background processes, workflows are
typically characterised by user interaction.
Workflows still require background actions to
automate certain processes.

The Shareflex Permissions component can be used to
extend SharePoint-based business applications to include user and role concepts.
Shareflex Permissions provides an easy to use Permissions editor that can be used to define roles, users, permissions groups, complex sets of permissions
rules and simple static permissions rules.

While Microsoft Flow is used for the automation of simple, mostly technical process steps,
Shareflex Flow can model and technically provide more complex process flows in the context of business applications using a graphical
workflow designer.
A co-existence of both workflow variants
is explicitly intended. With the component
Shareflex Flow you automate your workflow
processes without having to purchase a separate workflow engine, such as Nintex or K2.
Furthermore, Shareflex Flow provides release
and approval workflows already in the standard system, which can also be used as ad-hoc
workflows.
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Workflow designer for business process creation

Shareflex Flow extends the Shareflex Platform to a
holistic platform for business processes. And this in
on-premises as well as in Office 365 environments.

The module is automatically part of every Shareflex
Solution and all of the applications created by the
user using Shareflex.

Permissions editor

The Permissions editor can, for example, be used to
set meta data dependent permissions and define permissions profiles.

The component Shareflex Flow is part of the Shareflex Platform as well as every Shareflex solution and
does not have to be licensed separately.
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EXTENSIONS

AUDIT-PROOF ARCHIVING

OUTLOOK INTEGRATION

With Shareflex we support archiving scenarios in on-premises as well as Office
365 environments. SharePoint documents can be archived manually or according
to freely definable rules.

Business applications created with Shareflex integrate seamlessly into Microsoft Outlook via the user-friendly Shareflex
Outlook sidebar.

Archiving in on-premises environments is typically done on storage systems such
as NetApp, EMC or Hitachi systems. Azure storage or existing RAID systems can
also be connected via Grau Data's FileLock technology.

Business objects and their contents can be searched for and
displayed directly in Outlook. Emails, attachments and documents from file servers can be easily assigned to business
objects using drag and drop in Outlook.

Archiving in Office 365 is carried out via the scenarios "in-place archiving", "record center" and/or the use of "labels". This, in conjunction with the necessary
settings in the Security and Compliance Center, allows for very flexible archiving
scenarios. The major advantage of this is that the usual outsourcing to storage
systems can be completely dispensed with.
All archived documents can be displayed again directly in the Shareflex applications in SharePoint and can be integrated into any processes and workflows at
any time.

It is also possible to forward documents by email directly via
Shareflex Outlook. Thus, the users of the business application
always remain within their familiar working environment.
It is also possible to store emails and their attachments directly in OneDrive, Teams and Planner tasks.

In cooperation with our specialized consulting partner, we will gladly create a
procedural documentation of the system environment used by you.

Outlook integration
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REPORTING

AUTOMATIC DOCUMENT GENERATION

CONCLUSION

The Shareflex Reports extension gives
you all the options for analysing all of the
lists and document libraries created in
SharePoint and displaying them in charts
or lists.

The Shareflex DocGen extension module enables Shareflex to automatically generate
documents from templates. Data can be directly imported from meta data in the contract file, stored text components, or from data on third-party systems.

Shareflex gives you a platform enabling you to quickly and easily create integrated
solutions for SharePoint-based business applications.

These reports can at any time be adapted to meet your individual needs. New
reports and analyses can also be added
to the system. Just the way you want and
what your business demands.

In addition to interfaces
for common ERP systems
such as SAP or Microsoft
Dynamics AX, NAV, CRM
and Dynamics 365, we
also provide the option
of connecting any type
of external databases.
Definition is very easy
and can be done directly
from Microsoft Word, for
example.

ERP INTEGRATION/MASTER DATA ADJUSTMENT
The Shareflex Platform, integrated extensions and our solutions fit seamlessly into
your SharePoint 2016, 2019 and Office 365/ SharePoint Online environment.
Diagram Display

Master and transaction data can be easily and securely reconciled with your ERP, financial accounting, or inventory management systems.
Standardised interfaces are available for the SAP, Microsoft Dynamics AX, NAV, CRM
and Dynamics 365 systems.
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The integrated extensions add important and necessary components to Shareflex.
Being the responsible product manufacturer, Portal Systems AG ensures the proper integration of these extensions.
Ready-made solutions based on Shareflex and the appropriate extensions are
deployed either directly by Portal Systems or by certified partners, like Lialis. The
product portfolio currently comprises solutions for the management of contracts,
quality, audits, personnel and incoming invoices.

CONTACT
LIALIS B.V.
Onno van Paridon
Phone +31 629 075165
Email: onno@lialis.com

In addition, there are a large number of templates, most developed as part of projects, based on best-practice examples. Examples of these are supplier, meeting,
contact and fleet management.
Shareflex and the ready-to-go solutions based on it are now being successfully
used by more than 300 customers. From large medium-sized companies to companies listed on the German DAX index, many of these customers have been relying
on Shareflex solutions for years. This long-term trust is our incentive for consistently high quality and, at the same time, the best testament to the reliability and
stability of Shareflex.
That’s why we believe Shareflex is the solution that can make SharePoint an even
more attractive platform for your company’s business applications. And it doesn’t
matter whether you use SharePoint On-Premises, Office 365 / SharePoint Online
or hybrid scenarios.
Convince yourself and ask us your questions. We look forward to hearing from you.

©2020 Portal Systems AG. Alle Rechte vorbehalten.
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WOULD YOU LIKE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT
OUR FLEXIBLE BUSINESS APPLICATIONS FOR
MICROSOFT SHAREPOINT & OFFICE 365?
Contact us:
Lialis B.V.
Oude Bennekomseweg 1A
6717 LM EDE
Netherlands
Phone +31 629 075165
Email onno@lialis.com
www.lialis.com
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